
The paperless office — it’s been talked about for
decades but it is yet to arrive (at least in my world!).
 
My own home office is far from paperless. There’s
pamphlets, magazines, notebooks, school notes, diaries
and of course, my least favourite paperwork — bills!
 
Without a system in place I’d be lost. Bills would go
unpaid, school notes forgotten and appointments
missed. It’s vital I control the paper clutter — I couldn’t
think clearly if I was surrounded by chaos. 
 
For this reason I am constantly decluttering this area,
to keep it as calm as it can be (considering it's where I
keep all the bills!). 
 
Here’s how I do it … 
 
Throw away surface rubbish. The fastest way to get
results and gain some satisfaction is to deal with the
visible clutter first. Start with your desktop or other
visible surface (top of shelving unit etc) and remove
anything that you can quickly and easily throw away. 
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A school note for something that’s finished, a receipt for
something you can no longer return, scrap bits of paper,
used notebooks, magazines you’ve read etc. Remember
— all paper and cardboard should go in the recycling
bin.
 
Work out a system. Have a look around to work out
what the best way of working through your paperwork.
If you have random piles everywhere, work through one
pile at a time. If you have paperwork in drawers, work
through a drawer at a time. If you have a filing system
already in place work through each section at a time.
 
Know what to keep. Some paperwork does need to be
kept (eg. birth certificates, child’s baptism certificates
etc) and some paperwork needs to be kept for a
specific amount of time (eg. valid vehicle registration
paperwork, current insurance policies and tax records,
which should be kept for 5 years in Australia).
 
Make sure you store these items somewhere safe but
handy.
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step 2



recent bills
contracts
receipts
rental agreements/lease
current employment contracts

When will I need this again?
How hard would it be to get this information again?

Other items you may want to keep include: 

 
Just make sure you sort through these regularly so they
don’t build up. Perhaps when you file the latest
electricity bill , throw away the oldest one in the file. Or
better yet, switch to paperless bills!
 
Know what to throw away. If you’re having trouble
deciding here are some questions you should be asking:
 

 
Example: Do you need the instructions for the toaster
you bought last year? Are you likely to forget how to
use the toaster? If you DID forget, how hard would it be
to find that information again? Probably not too hard
— most user manuals are easily found online. 
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address
phone number
tax file number
credit card details
bank account details

Any paperwork that displays your personal information
can be shredded to avoid it being found and used to
steal your identity. 
 
Consider shredding anything with your name alongside
other personal information such as:
 

 
If you don’t own a shredder just tear off the part with
the personal info and then tear it into small pieces.
 
Sort through the paperwork and separate into these
three piles: recycling, shredding and filing. Find enough
space to sit and sort through it properly. Preferably
somewhere you can leave it if you are interrupted
midway through — although you should try to set aside
an appropriate amount of time to get through it all.
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step 5



an ‘IN’ tray, where you place items you need to deal
with such as school notes to sign, bills to pay etc. This
doesn’t have to be a ‘tray’, eg. it can be a pinboard.
a filing system, where you store things you’ve dealt
with (but still need to keep) such as paid accounts,
receipts, lease agreements etc.

Dust or wipe down the area that you’ve cleared. If it is
a surface — like the top of a filing cabinet or desk then
hopefully your declutter will be so thorough that you
can leave this space clear!
 
Shred your ‘shred pile’ but remember shredded paper is
too small for household recycling. You can recycle it if it
is within a paper bag. Check with your local council.
 
File your remaining paperwork. If you already have
some sort of filing system in place, now is the time to
file your ‘keep’ pile away where it belongs.
 
If you don’t have a system for dealing with and storing
your paperwork then don’t fret, there are two key things
you’ll need to make paperwork easier to deal with:
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step 7

step 8


